
 
UNIT 7: TRAFFIC 
LESSON 7: LOOKING BACK AND PROJECTS 
Practice Test | Name:                                                          | Class:                | Score:                                                           
 
A. USE OF LANGUAGE  
Find the word which is pronounced differently in the part underlined.  
1. A. ride   B. kilometres   C. fine    D. bicycle  
2. A. cycle   B. fly    C. sky    D. every  
3. A. traffic   B. plane   C. lake    D. station  
4. A. travel   B. class   C. pavement   D. father  
5. A. sign  B. hospital   C. lights   D. drive  
 
Choose A, B, C or D to complete the sentences.  
6. It’s about 500 metres from my house ____ the nearest shop.  
A. with   B. and    C. to    D. too 
7. We _____ ride our motorbikes very fast like that in the rain. It’s so dangerous.  
A. should   B. shouldn’t   C. must   D. needn’t  
8. In Moscow, police will fine you if you _____ a dirty car.  
A. ride    B. sail    C. drive   D. fly 
9. These are some rules about road _____. Pay attention! 
A. save   B. safe   C. unsafe   D. safety  
10. You should wear helmets, and always use the cycle _____ when you use the road.  
A. part   B. lane    C. parking   D. sign  
11. You must always look _____ when you cross the street.  
A. careful  B. caring   C. carelessly   D. carefully 
12. A road _____ is anyone who uses a road, such as a pedestrian, cyclist or motorist.  
A. user   B. using  C. use   D. uses  
13. He forgot to give a _____ before he turned left and got a ticket. 
A. signal  B. sign   C. light   D. Hand 
14. _____ does it take you to get to Ho Chi Minh City by plane? - About 2 hours. 
A. How far  B. How much  C. How long  D. How many 
15. You should look right and left when you _____ the road. 
A. go    B. cross  C. take   D. catch  
16. – “How does your mum get to work?” – “____” 
A. She gets up at 6 o’clock.   B. She is very bored with working.  
C. She gets to work at 8 a.m.   D. She usually goes by bus. 
 
Find out and correct the mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence.  
17. You shouldn’t put the rubbish in the waste bins over there.  
A. shouldn’t   B. in   C. waste   D. over there 
18. Yesterday Hoa and Lan cycle round West Lake. It took them an hour. 
A. cycle  B. round  C. took   D. an  
 
Choose the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word in the following sentence.  
19. It’s important to obey the traffic rules when you are a road user.  
A. remember   B. follow   C. forget   D. ignore   
20. Many young children ride their bikes dangerously.  
A. safely  B. carefully  C. carelessly   D. happily  
 
Choose the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word in the following sentence.  
21. It’s raining hard, but Mr Long is driving quickly.  
A. slowly   B. fast    C. brightly   D. frequently  



22. The roads in Mumbai are so narrow that cars cannot move.  
A. tight   B. small   C. bumpy   D. wide 
 
B. READING  
Read the following passage and choose the best option A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the questions.  

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION 
Technology has increasingly developed, and the need of different kinds of means of transportation has 
changed. In my (23) _____, in the future, there will be many modern means of transport such as speed 
trains, trains, submarines, airplanes, space trains, unmanned vehicles and so on. But my (24) _____ vehicle 
is the airplane because it is beautiful and environmentally friendly, especially when it gets too much traffic, 
it can fly to the sky so that we can move (25) _____ and without losing much time. We can also use it to 
tour the sky. It is the perfect combination between cars and planes. Moreover, it looks like a (26) _____ 
airplane but it's very modern. It is powered by solar energy. Its speed is very high. Its wings are designed 
like a panel. It converts sunlight into energy. I think it's a very modern and eco-friendly device. If I have (27) 
_____ money in the future, I'll buy one to take my family to the sky and more places in the world. It will be 
an airplane of the future. 
23. A. sentence B. think  C. opinion  D. decide  
24. A. favorite  B. popular  C. like   D. love 
25. A. slower    B. stranger  C. faster   D. convenient 
26. A. perfect  B. special  C. great  D. normal  
27. A. lot of  B. a lot of  C. many  D. any  

 
Read the following passage and choose the best option A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer.  

CYCLING IN THE COUNTRYSIDE 
This spring my older brother and I left the busy city and spent a long weekend cycling in the countryside. 
Our average speed was only around 14 kph, but that didn't matter. We hadn't come to break any speed 
records, or to get lit and healthy. All we wanted was some fresh air and a break from schoolwork. My bike 
only once went more than 30 kph, and that was when I raced my brother down the only hill on our route. 
We really enjoyed cycling along flat, traffic-free country paths. There was plenty of spring sunshine, but it 
was quite cold, especially in the mornings. We didn't mind, though - and we soon warmed up as we rode 
along. Our only problem was when my brakes started making a terrible noise, but I didn't mind as it gave 
us an excuse to visit a café while a helpful bike mechanic had a look at it. That was one of the best things 
about our route: every few kilometers there was a village where we could find everything we needed. All 
the local people were really friendly, too. However, most places we stopped at served chips with all the 
meals, which soon got fairly boring. One night we were woken at 4 a.m. by a group of rugby fans singing 
loudly in the hotel corridor. We were tired and bad-tempered when we set off the next morning and very 
nearly got lost, but soon felt more cheerful when the sun came out. That's what I like about cycling - it's 
simple and it's fun. If you're looking for a short break that’s active and cheap, then cycling is a great choice! 
28. What is the main purpose of the text? 
A. Countryside’s people.   B. The writer’s cycling experience in the countryside. 
C. Explaining his difficulties in cycling. D. Describing his bike fixing. 
29. When does he speed up? 
A. Go down the hill B. Go up the hill C. Go to the path D. Go to the forest 
30. What does the writer think about the local people? 
A. shocking  B. disappointing C. boring  D. nice 
31. What made them feel like cycling? 
A. It makes them tired.   B. It helps them make friends. 
C. It’s not expensive and funny.  D. They can enjoy great meals. 
32. Which is NOT mentioned in the text? 
A. They liked all the year round in the countryside. B. The brake was in trouble. 
C. They had a mechanic check their bike.  D. They didn’t mean to break any speed records 
 



C. WRITING  
Put the words in the correct order to make sentences.  
33. It/ about/ 5 km/ my village / nearest town.  

 ___________________________________________________________.  

34. It/ not/ very far/ Ha Noi centre/ Tam Dao/ 

 ___________________________________________________________. 

35. I/ think/ he/ should/ eat less/ he’s becoming/ overweight.  

 ___________________________________________________________.  

36. My friends/ and/ I / usually/ go/ school/ foot.  

 ___________________________________________________________. 

 
Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the sentence before it.  

37. What is the distance between your house and your school? (HOW) 

 ___________________________________________________________. 

38. He is advised to go to the gym every day to keep fit. (SHOULD) 

 He ___________________________________________________________. 

39. He eats a lot of junk food, so he is getting fatter and fatter. (BECAUSE) 

 ___________________________________________________________. 

40. The distance between my house and the nearest market is about 2 km. (IT) 

 ___________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  


